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Our 12 month Sales Culture webinar series
curriculum can be viewed below.  
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We also bespoke webinars to our clients specific needs and budget
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Opening Keynote defines what a customer driven sales message is and how to go
about defining yours in words that speak to the needs of the customer.  Principles of:
“attention first, then retention”, “you vs we”, and “high fives” are embedded.  Break-out
discussions focus on your company's (and others’) sales message – and how to
strongly entrench it across your business as a start.

Opening Keynote reminds you of the importance and differentiation achieved by
ensuring your sales message is centred around the customer.  Then we review and
discuss the high level messaging you have derived for your business, using the
principles established in Month 1.

Opening Keynote speaks to the power of presentations that customers can relate to,
understand and retain the message.  Why are bullet points distracting from you landing
your message and how can you build impactful presentations that help your message
stand out from the pack.  Break-out discussions focus on practicing the “attention first,
then retention” principle and simplifying a message by visualizing and animating it.

Opening Keynote covers the importance of highlighting your value and credentials in a
proposal document/RFP response, by using an executive summary effectively, rather than
waffling on about less important information and losing the prospect’s attention.  Break-
out sessions focus on reviewing a proposal you have submitted previously and how you
can improve thereon.

Bullet Points Don’t Work - the secret of using animation and visualization in
presentations

Keeping Yourself Honest – how to finesse your proposal’s Executive Summary

Speak to your prospect in a way that gets their attention – Building a
Successful Sales Message

Speak to your prospect in a way that gets their attention – Building a Successful
Sales Message continued 
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The 12 topics covered during the 3 day course can be viewed below

For company-specific courses, we also bespoke topics and adapt the course
duration to our clients specific needs and budget.

https://www.valuebasedsales.com/
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Opening Keynote talks to how sales, as a profession, should be centred around
continuous improvement, and just like any professional athlete, in order to be at the top of
your game, you need to practice, measure, set goals and prepare meticulously.  When it
comes to the big game, making sure you have prepared for the occasion is key. 
Implementing a defined “Big Bid Process” makes sure that you are well prepared and best
positioned to win on the big day. 

Opening Keynote speaks to the importance of identifying the criteria and steps required in
pre- qualifying your best opportunities, and then in qualifying, selling and closing deals. 
We call these steps “progress points (PPs)” that are unique to every business and therefore
need to be identified based on experience and general good practice.  These steps need
to be measurable and monitored so that correlations relative to conversions can be
identified as a way to continuously build efficiencies.  Break- out discussions focus on
defining the “go/no go” filters that best reflect your ideal prospect.

Opening Keynote reminds you of the importance of measurement and provides a
template for automating your own sales process and building intelligence through data
to continuously improve it.  Break-out sessions focus on identifying the steps you should
be following in qualifying, selling and closing in order to maximise your conversion rates.

Opening Keynote deals with time wastage in any sales environment – i.e. selling to
someone who was never likely to buy.  How do you avoid this and ensure that your sales
professionals give maximum energy to your best prospects?  The answer lies in having a
“sales enablement” function that collects prospect data, researches the industry and
competitors, pre-qualifies prospects, handles the collation of proposals and presentations
etc, and has responsibility for collecting data and reporting on the overall sales process. 
Break-out sessions focus on identifying what research you should be doing inorder to best
empower your sales professionals to sell effectively, and reviewing your “go/no go” filters.

Creating a Measurable, Multi-Stepped Sales Process

Practice Makes Perfect – facilitating a Big Bid Process

Creating a Measurable, Multi-Stepped Sales Process continued 

Square Pegs In Square Holes – building a sales enablement function to limit
wasted time
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Opening Keynote brings it all together….the principles used in building a sustainable sales
culture in your organsisation, and some tips on how to embed these beyond just your sales
environment so that it becomes part of your organisation’s DNA.  Break-out sessions allow
you to reflect and provide feedback on your experience, as well as define next steps for you
in building a sustainable sales culture.

Opening Keynote brings it all together….the principles used in building a sustainable sales
culture in your organsisation, and some tips on how to embed these beyond just your sales
environment so that it becomes part of your organisation’s DNA.  Break-out sessions allow
you to reflect and provide feedback on your experience, as well as define next steps for you
in building a sustainable sales culture.

Opening Keynote brings it all together….the principles used in building a sustainable sales
culture in your organsisation, and some tips on how to embed these beyond just your sales
environment so that it becomes part of your organisation’s DNA.  Break-out sessions allow
you to reflect and provide feedback on your experience, as well as define next steps for you
in building a sustainable sales culture.
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May I have your business? Negotiation and Closing

Repeat, Repeat, Repeat - summary and reminder of all principles covered

Forget the Carrot & Stick Approach - Coaching in order to achieve desired results

info@valuebasedsales.com
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Opening Keynote brings it all together….the principles used in building a sustainable sales
culture in your organsisation, and some tips on how to embed these beyond just your sales
environment so that it becomes part of your organisation’s DNA. Break-out sessions allow
you to reflect and provide feedback on your experience, as well as define next steps for you
in building a sustainable sales culture.

Measure What’s Meaningful – activity (lead) and outcomes (lag)
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